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The First Date

They hadn't spoken in Noun but thought, "Why not?"; when it came to their first (somewhat blind)

Noun . Sam picked up Molly at her Noun home on a warm July night. When she opened the

door, she immediately noticed was his Adjective hair and thought, "Oh my!". Sam, of course, was ready

to Verb her off the Noun .

They went to see a Adjective movie about a man who was a taxidermist, but neither was very

Past tense verb on the Noun . Molly thought it was cute that Sam didn't know what to do with his

Plural noun ; he thought it was super Adjective that she went to the bathroom in the middle of a

scene. As they were Verb ending in ing out, he was asking where she would like to eat dinner, but all she

could think about was how tall and Adjective he looked in his black Noun and khakis.

They went to Molly's favorite Mexican place and stayed for a very long time. They talked Adverb each

asked plenty of questions and were curious about one another. At this restaurant, she first learned of the cute

Plural noun he often gave, and he learned of her endearing modesty ;-) Molly was intrigued with Sam and

was



very Adjective with how the date was going - it had been a long time since she'd met a guy who laughed

as easily and showed as much Noun as he did, and she liked it!

At the end of the Noun they awkwardly waved goodbye, wanting more time together. After a few steps

, Sam called out, "Um, would you want to do this again sometime?". Molly Adverb agreed (yet disagrees

that she said something funny to Sam) and gave him a Noun . This was the beginning of many dates,

and these two Adjective kids are very much in love....all thanks to First name Name of a 

person and Rio Colorado.
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